BS Software Engineering

Making a software for a firm or industry, requires far more than just computer coding. Coding is an individual activity. But to build a software we need to talk to clients, manage teams, plan the phases of software development, test the software and ensure quality and far more. You would be wanted anywhere there is a need to develop and manage a medium to large scale software. There is no dearth of such jobs.

Why select Software Engineering at IoBM:

With various faculties with international PhDs, the courses and projects offer exciting prospects to students to develop ability as both thinkers and doers.

- IoBM has one of the biggest names in the country
- Several hundred computing nodes, database and network servers
- Frequent updates to the course content and teaching style to remain continuously up to date

Eligibility:

Complete H.Sc with minimum 50% marks in Pre-Engineering or General Group (with Mathematics/Statistics/Computer Science)
OR
A-Levels with a maximum 2 ‘C’s in three principal subjects (with Mathematics/Statistics/Computer Science)

Career Path:

1. Web Developer
2. Software Engineer
3. Software Developer
4. Front End Developer
5. Entry Level Software Develoer
6. Entry Level Software Engineer
7. SQL Developer
8. Entry Level Web Developer
9. Data Engineer
10. Unity Developer


For further information, please contact:
Computer Science Department
College of Computer Science and Information Systems | Institute of Business Management
Korangi Creek, Karachi-75190, Pakistan
Tel: (+9221) 111-002-004, Email: admissions@iobm.edu.pk
URL: https://www.iobm.edu.pk/study/college/college-of-computer-science-and-information-systems/bs-software-engineering